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The all-in-one threat and connection manager

Kerio Control is an all-in-one unified threat and bandwidth management solution
that brings comprehensive network protection and intelligence to Yachts. It’s a solid
answer to Shipowners’ and Captains’ questions such as:
«I need faster Internet access than the others!» - the Owner
«Web browsing seems slow. What is consuming all of our bandwidth?» - the Captain

1_ Kerio NG series
2_ Kerio installed within
		the Videoworks rack
3_ Kerio’s traffic management
4_ Load balancing feature
5_ Web and Content Filtering feature

With an ever-increasing range of off vessel internet connections offering a wide
variety of cost / speed benefits, the ability to switch between services has never
been more important.
The Load Balancing feature permits to distribute traffic across multiple connections
ensuring constant internet service.
A Kerio Control router allows you to take control of your WAN connections as well
as efficiently managing your LAN traffic. Users can remotely access the network
through virtual private networking, while admins can remotely manage the firewall
through a web interface. Whether you run a commercial ship or a luxury yacht, a
Kerio Control router can save you both time and money.
Kerio Control main features:
> Bandwidth Management
> Load Balancing
> Anti - Virus
> Firewall, Router, IPS / IDS
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Before installing KERIO:
> All traffic is trated equally
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Before installing KERIO:
> All traffic is prioritized
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> Web & Content Filtering
> Usage Management and Reporting
> Secure VPN
> Flexible Deployment

Videoworks S.p.A.

Kerio Control

In-depth analysis

Load Balancing
Easily prioritize and monitor network traffic to guarantee high-speed transmission for
the most important traffic types. Internet Link Load Balancing optimizes Internet access by distributing traffic across multiple links. Kerio Control monitors link availability,
and automatically disables or re-enables links to ensure continuous Internet access.
Kerio Control also uses Internet Link Load Balancing to distribute specific users
onto specific connections.
Web and content filtering
Kerio Control Web Filter allows administrators to allow, deny or limit the applications, websites and Internet services users can access. This powerful filter:
> Protects users and infrastructure by preventing visits to known malicious
sites or those that engage in phishing attacks or identify theft.
> Blocks objectionable sites to ensure compliance and shield you from liability.
> Increases productivity by limiting access by application or site content category to a specific time of day, selected users, and specific user locations.
More info at:
www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-security-solutions/kerio-control
Integration
Thanks to its skills as system integrator and information technology expert,
Videoworks integrates products among which Kerio, Cisco, Peplink, Dell and is
always able to create the IT solution ideal for yachts ranging from 70 to 330 feet.
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Contacts
VIDEOWORKS S.p.A HQ Via Albertini 36 E/13 60131 - Ancona - Italy
MILAN OFFICE Via Greppi 17/A 20016 Milano - Italy
VIAREGGIO OFFICE Via Scirocco, 35 loc. Bicchio 55049 - Viareggio (LU) - Italy
VIDEOWORKS EUROPE B.V. Raadhuisplein 3 Aalsmeer - The Netherlands
VIDEOWORKS OF AMERICAS Inc. 632 SW 4th Ave - Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315 USA
VIDEOWORKS OF FRANCE 19 Chemin des Travails, Tuilière 1, 06800 Cagnes-sur-Mer (FR)
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info@videoworksgroup.com
www.videoworksgroup.com

www.kerio.com

www.kerio.com/products/kerio-control

